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Abstract 
A mechanical watch is a mechanical device for timekeeping. First found some 500 years 
ago, it is one of most complex mechanical mechanisms ever invented. It still fascinates 
millions of people around the world today. 
As we pick up a mechanical watch, we often try to listen to its t icking sound. The "tick-
tock" sound is from the impacts of its escapement. The escapement is a feedback 
regulator that determines the timekeeping accuracy. In every working cycle, the 
escapement produces two ticks (beats), and each tick can be divided into three phases: 
unlocking, impulse and drop. The ticking sound is very informative and has been used to 
evaluate the performance of mechanical watches, diagnose faults and help to make fine 
adjustment. In fact, there have been several commercial systems that use time-domain 
analysis to estimate the timekeeping accuracy, measure the amplitude of the balance 
wheel, and diagnose certain faults. However, this method is limited as some faults cannot 
be readily diagnosed. This motivates us to use advanced techniques, including Time-
Frequency Distribution (TFD) and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to analyze the sound 
of the mechanical movements. 
Contrary to the existing method, TFD gives the time-frequency features of a mechanical 
watch, while FEA provides the physical base for diagnosis. By mapping the signal into a 
2D function of time and frequency, TFD reveals the frequency components at different 
time of the movement. In particularly, the Reassigned Time-Frequency Distribution 
(RTFD) is used to improve the readability of the TFD. It is found that RTFD provides 
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accurate time-frequency information of the movement, which matches the theoretical 
values given by modal analysis and transient analysis using FEA. As a defective watch 
would produce distinctive sound that can be measured, by comparing the time-frequency 
pattern of the movements to the theoretical response values, various malfunctions of the 
movement can be diagnosed. 
Based on the aforementioned method, a computer software system, CUHK-IPE Watch 
Signature Analyzer, is developed. The effectiveness of the system is validated by a 
number of practical examples. It can be commercialized and help people evaluation the 
performance of mechanical watches. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Dating back to some five hundred years ago, the mechanical watch movement is one of 
the most complex mechanical devices ever invented. It still fascinates millions of people 
around the world today. Although quartz watches dominate the watch market now, the 
mechanical watches produce much higher value and profit. In fact, it is still a bil l ion 
dollars business today. Take Switzerland for example, in 2004, Swiss watchmaking 
industry export passed 11 bil l ion Swiss Francs. In 2005, it reached 12 bil l ion Franc and 
this was followed by 13.7 bil l ion Francs in 2006. It is reported that the positive trend of 
the Swiss watch industry is mainly in the mechanical movement domain and the growth 
is attracting much attention. In the global market, although mechanical watches account 
for only 14% of volume, they generate 65% in value and growing. With the strong 
economy in the world, this growth is expected to continue for years to come. 
There are many brands of watches in the market, such as high-end brands like Rolex, 
Omega and Carder, medium brands like Tissot, Rado, Titoni and Swatch. When one pick 
up a watch, he / she may want to know whether it is a really good one. Before the 
invention of instruments for checking the accuracy, watches could not be tested 
instantaneously as is done today. They were left to run for a certain period of time and 
compared to a reference instrument [1]. Nowadays, several commercial testing systems, 
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such as Witschi (see Figure 1.1) and MicroSet [4], have been developed to estimate the 
timekeeping accuracy o f mechanical watches according to a same principle: the rate o f 
the watch is compared to that o f a highly precise, standard watch [4-5]. These systems are 
all based on t ime-domain analysis. They can estimate the rate deviation o f the watch, 
measure the amplitude o f the balance wheel, and diagnose some faults using a graphical 
diagram. However, some faults o f mechanical watches cannot be easily detected by the 
t ime-domain analysis. This motivates the presented research. 
Figure 1.1 Witsch Testing System [5] 
1.2 Objective 
The objective o f this research is to analyze the sounds o f the mechanical watch 
movements and accordingly, diagnose possible defects / malfunctions. It is known that 
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different mechanical watches make different sounds as impacts take place in their 
escapement. The escapement is a feedback regulator that determines the timekeeping 
accuracy [1-3]. The escapement produces two ticks within one working cycle, one is 
clockwise and the other is counter-clockwise. Each tick is composed of several frequency 
components corresponding to the modal frequencies of the escapement parts. Actually, 
the "t ick-tock" sound is a unique feature of the mechanical watch, just like the fingerprint 
of the human. As a result, it is possible to analyze the sound of a mechanical watch so as 
to diagnose faults without disassembly the watch. As mentioned earlier, the fault 
diagnosis method based on time-domain signal analysis may not work, thus, a better 
approach, namely the time-frequency analysis [10] with the support o f the finite element 
analysis [11] is used. 
1.3 Methodology 
In order to analyze the informative acoustic signal of a mechanical watch movement, the 
Reassigned Time-Frequency Distributions (RTFD) [33, 36] is used. The RTFD is a 
modified version of Time-Frequency Distribution (TFD). Three kinds of time-frequency 
distributions and their reassignment versions are studied. It turns out that the Reassigned 
Spectrogram (RSP) is the best TFD for analyzing watch signals. In order to understand 
the mechanics of the mechanical watch movement, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is 
used to calculate the responses of the mechanical watch movements under different kinds 
of conditions [29]. By comparing the RSP to the frequency responses acquired by means 
of FEA, the physical meanings of the each component in the RSP can be found. TFD 
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reveals the insight of the escapement motion [31]. Each escapement has its own unique 
time-frequency pattern. For the same type of escapement, the good ones have similar 
time-frequency patterns, while the faulty ones have much different patterns. Hence, the 
TFD patterns can be used to diagnose various malfunctions. Compared to the existing 
time-domain methods, the presented method provides much detailed quantitative 
information, and hence, it is advantageous. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive literature 
review. Chapter 3 introduces signature analysis methods for mechanical watch 
movements, including time-domain method and time-frequency method. Chapter 4 
briefly reviews Time-Frequency Distributions (TFD) and reassignment method and 
evaluates the performance of three kinds of TFDs, namely, the spectrogram, the 
scalogram and the smoothed Wigner-Vil le distribution, and their reassigned distributions. 
Chapter 5 firstly introduces Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and then introduces modal 
analysis and transient analysis of escapement parts using FEA. Chapter 6 gives fault 
diagnosis examples to show the effectiveness of time-frequency method. Chapter 7 
introduces system development. Finally, chapter 8 concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 
2.1 The Escapement 
A mechanical watch is a mechanical device for timekeeping. As we pick up a mechanical 
watch, we often try to listen to its ticks. The basic "tick-tock" is the sound coming from 
the impacts inside escapement [1-5]. In fact, the ticking sound is very informative and 
can be used to evaluate the performance of mechanical watch movements. The purpose of 
the escapement is to maintain and count the oscillations of the balance of a watch. It 
receives energy provided by the barrel and periodically releases some of the driving force 
to cause the gear train to move in tiny increments. Depending on the lift angle [1, 2] of 
the regulating unit, escapements can be classified into three main categories, which are 
recoil escapements (e.g., verge or crown-wheel escapement), frictional rest escapements 
(e.g., cylinder escapement) and detached escapements (e.g, Swiss lever escapement and 
detect escapement). The most commonly used type of escapement is the Swiss lever 
escapement. 
The assortment of a Swiss lever escapement is made up of the fol lowing (Figure 2.1): 
1. the balance wheel 
2. the pallet fork 
3. the escape wheel 
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The escapement wheel is meshed wi th the fourth wheel (4). 
_ 
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Figure 2.1 The Escapement 
The escapement produces two ticks (or beats) wi th in one work ing cycle. Each tick is 
composed o f several frequency components that are functions o f time. Brief ly, one 
complete t ick o f the escapement can be divided into three phases: unlocking, impulse and 
drop [1，2]. During unlocking, the impulse pin on the balance wheel strikes against the 
pallet fork notch and knocks it over to the other side. A t the same time, the escape wheel 
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falls back a small angle along the locking face of the entry pallet jewel (see Figure 2.2(a)). 
After unlocking, the escape wheel tooth strikes against the entry fork and the other side of 
the pallet fork notch catches up with the impulse pin and pushes the balance wheel 
forward (see Figure 2.2(b)). This is the impulse. During the drop, the escape wheel tooth 
drops onto the locking plane of the exit pallet jewel and the pallet fork drops clockwise 
until it hits the right banking pin (see Figure 2.2(c) and (d)). Sometimes the vibration of 
the escape wheel may cause the vibration of the fourth wheel. As a result, the 
instantaneous sound frequencies are correlated to the modal frequencies of the vibrating 
parts, including the balance wheel, the pallet fork, the escape wheel and the fourth wheel. 
In some watches, the banking pins do not exist. Instead, the pallet fork is restricted by the 
main plate, whose modal frequencies are very high and hence, is negligible. 
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of The Working Principle of The Escapement 
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Figure 2.3 A Typical Sound Signal of A Mechanical Watch Movement 
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Figure 2.3 shows a typical sound signal of a watch. The motion of the escapement is 
periodical, which results in a periodical acoustic signal of the watch. A good watch 
should have 3 main audible sounds in one beat, corresponding to the three phases. 
Commercial systems make use the time-domain analysis methods to estimate the 
accuracy watches and to detect faults. These systems are usually called the watch timers 
or the watch timing machines. They can be stand-alone systems or computer software 
systems [4, 5]. 
2.2 Signature Analysis of Mechanical Watches --
Traditional Methods and Existing Systems 
The signature of a mechanical watch include the rate deviation (or timekeeping error), 
beat error, the amplitude of the balance wheel and other features that can reflect the 
performance of the watch [5]. In this section, some signature analysis methods used in 
the commercial t iming machines is briefly described. 
2.2.1 Estimating Rate Deviation 
The rate deviation means the error of the watch in hour or a day. There are two methods 
used in the commercial systems to find the rate deviation of a running mechanical watch 
[5]. One way is to measure the time it takes the minute hand to go around once. I f a 
watch is on time, it w i l l take 1.000000 hours for the minute hand to go around. I f the 
watch is fast, it w i l l take less than an hour. I f it is slow, it w i l l take longer than an hour. 
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Some watch timers use optical sensors to measure the time it takes the minute hand rotate 
once. The optical sensor is clapped on the face of the watch so the minute hand wi l l 
trigger the timer. The optical sensor should be hold in place stably as any slight 
movement of the optical sensor wi l l disturb your readings. This method is time 
consuming, but the values you need wi l l be gathered automatically while you go about 
your other business. The other way of estimating the rate deviation is to count the swings 
of the balance wheel. A mechanical watch movement is a gear train. There is an exact 
relationship between the ticks of the escape wheel and the motion of the hands. 
Movements are rated in terms of their Beats Per Hour (BPH), which is the number of 
beats in one rotation of the minute hand. A given movement has a specific number of 
BPH. It doesn't matter i f the timepiece is running fast or slow; it always beats the same 
number of times to move the minute hand around once. Most o f the watch timers can 
detect the BPH of the watch automatically. The watch timer counts the number of beats 
in a specific period of time and then can estimate the error of the watch in an hour or a 
day. Some systems use acoustic sensor to detect the beats. The sensor is usually clamping 
sensor which is extremely sensitive and wi l l trigger on small mechanical wrist watch, but 
it is also sensitive to noises. Some watch timer use optical sensors to count swings of the 
balance wheel. It is much reliable in this way. 
2.2.2 Measuring Beat Error 
Generally speaking, a good watch should be ‘‘in beat". In other words, the balance wheel 
takes equal time intervals to swing clockwise and counterclockwise. The beat error is 
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mill isecond variations o f both beats (" t ick" and "tock" o f unequal duration). It reflects the 
uniformity o f both beats. The measure o f beat error can be done in acoustic or optical 
way. 
2.2.3 Error Detection with a Graphical Diagram 
The graphical chart has been used to detect errors o f escape wheel or gear train for long. 
Early mechanical t iming machines print the graphical chart in paper tape strips. 
Nowadays, they simulate the paper tape strips that were used in early watch t iming 
machines by print the locus o f the mechanical watch motion in the computer screen (see 
Figure 2.4). Each dot in the diagram correspond two one beat produced by the watch. The 
graph is composed o f two parallel rows o f dots. The slope o f the line indicates rate 
deviation o f the watch, and the separation between the two lines represents beat error. We 
can also read subtle changes in the patterns o f dots to diagnose faults in a watch, such as 
worn teeth or gears out o f round. 
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Figure 2.4 Error Detection with a Graphical Diagram [4] 
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2.2.4 Analyzing Watch Ticks 
Some watch timers also offer a rather remarkable function that allows you to analyze the 
nature of a watch tick in terms of its component sounds. Analyzing of watch ticks is 
based on acoustic signal of watches. As introduced in section one, a watch tick is 
composed of at least three main sources of sound, unlocking, impulse and drop. It can be 
very helpful to see these parts of the tick— it allows you to evaluate how well the timer is 
triggering on the watch, and to see i f the watch is producing three clean sounds or a 
multitude of noises caused by faults. Fault diagnosis method based on time-domain signal 
works well on some faults. However, for other faults, especially when the time-domain 
signals are not clear or do not have unique features, this method is not very effective. 
These faults include: not enough clearance between the horns and the impulse pin; 
Impulse pin touching the fork horn; Balance wheel / balance spring touching the fourth 
wheel, etc. 
The relationship between these sounds is also how a watch timer knows what the 
amplitude of the balance wheel is. Specifically, the interval of time between the 
unlocking and the drop is used with the beat time and lift angle to calculate a value for 
the amplitude. 
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2.3 Time-Frequency Distributions and Reassignment 
2.3.1 Time-Frequency Distributions 
A signal x, as a function of time t, may be considered as a representation with perfect 
temporal resolution [6]. The magnitude of the Fourier transform (defined in (2.1)) of the 
signal may be considered as a representation with perfect spectral resolution but with no 
temporal information (although the magnitude of the Fourier transform conveys 
frequency content, it fails to convey where in time different events occur in the signal) [6, 
23, 25]. The computation of one frequency value necessitates the knowledge of the 
complete history of the signal ranging from -oo to +oo . 
X{v)= (2.1) 
J-00 
Time-Frequency Distributions (TFD) provide some temporal information and some 
spectral information, simultaneously [9, 10]. Thus, TFDs are used for the analysis of 
signals containing multiple time-varying frequencies. Time-frequency analysis originates 
in the early development of quantum mechanics by Weyl, Wigner, and Von Neumann 
around 1930, and in the theoretical foundation of information theory and signal analysis 
by Gabor in 1946. Time-frequency analysis is the search for and investigation of 
intermediate representations that combine the information of time and frequency. The 
goal is a simultaneous description of the temporal and spectral behavior of a function or 
signal X. The ideal time-frequency representation of x would provide the occurring 
frequency spectrum at each instant t. 
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Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is the first tool for analyzing transient / non-
stationary signals and the resulting distribution is called the spectrogram [26]. The basic 
idea of STFT is to calculate the Fourier transform of the signal at time t within a small 
window h centered at time t. A spectrogram is the squared modulus of the STFT. The 
time-frequency analysis by the spectrogram is indispensable and should not be 
underestimated. It has served, and is of current use today, as a basis for a considerable 
amount of investigations of natural signals. However, it is worthwhile to mention that its 
structure carries essential restrictions that are typical for all Fourier-type methods, i f they 
are used in a nonstationary context. As it operates locally by employing filters, it 
necessarily faces a trade-off between the time and the frequency localization. 
Two major theoretical contributions appeared almost simultaneously with the invention 
of the spectrogram. The first dates from 1946 and is due to Gabor [37], He introduced the 
notion of the decomposition of signals into minimal grains of information (or time-
frequency atoms). The second dates from 1948 and is due to Vil le. It is concerned with 
the time-frequency distribution of the energy of the signal, not the signal itself. As a 
matter of fact, these works laid out two important directions for approaching the time-
frequency problem, atomic decomposition and energy distribution. The main obstruction 
to atomic decomposition is the uncertainty principle, which makes the concept of an 
instantaneous frequency impossible. Energy time-frequency representations are often 
derived from the short-time Fourier transform or the Wigner distribution [12, 37]. 
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Typical representations that belong to the first class of solution, atomic decomposition, 
are SFTF and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) [32]. They decompose a signal into 
a family of elementary signals and regard it as their linear superposition. In STFT, each 
atom is obtained from the window h{t) by a translation in time and a translation in 
frequency (modulation). The frequency resolution of the STFT is proportional to the 
effective bandwidth of the window while the time resolution is proportional to the 
effective duration of the window. According to the Heisenberg-Gabor inequality, there is 
always a trade-off between time and frequency resolutions. Because of its efficiency, 
STFT is still the mostly used time-frequency representation in many applications. Over 
the past two decades, wavelet theory has become of the emerging and fast-evolving 
mathematical and signal processing tools. In the field of mechanical signal processing, 
the wavelet transform has been used for singularity detection, noise reduction and feature 
extraction. In CWT, the atoms are deduced from the mother wavelet y/ by translations 
and dilations. Opposed to STFT, in which the window length is fixed, wavelet transform 
uses a window with time and frequency resolution that vary with scales. It uses short 
windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies. This makes the area 
of the box remains a constant. The CWT partially overcomes the time-frequency 
resolution problem exist in the STFT. 
Quadratic (bilinear) time-frequency representations are studied for several reasons. In 
signal analysis, they serve as energy densities in the time-frequency plane. The goal is to 
measure how much of the signal energy during the time period [ , ,什間 is concentrated in 
the frequency band [co, co+^co]. As the energy E^ of a deterministic signal x{t) can be 
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written in two equivalent ways, n a m e l y ,民=丄 |x(0| =丄 |^(v) | dv. Therefore, the 
quantities|x(/)「and are regarded as time and frequency densities respectively. It is 
quite natural to look for joint density p^{t,v) , such that 五义 二「「,v、dtdv . The 
•Loo J-OO 
energy density depend quadratically in the signal x. 
Bilinear time-frequency representations, such as the Wigner-Ville distribution and 
Margenau-Hill distribution have good concentration in the time-frequency plane. 
However, when support areas of the signal overlap each other, interference terms wi l l 
appear in the middle of signal components (auto-terms). These cross-terms wi l l mislead 
signal analysis. Wigner-Ville distribution has been paid much attention because it 
localizes auto-terms very well and satisfies a lot of other mathematical properties. 
However, because numerous cross-terms (due to the bilinearity of the WVD) are present 
in the middle of auto-terms in time and frequency where the energy should be null, the 
WVD can hardly be used in real application. In order to overcome this disadvantage, 
many methods for improvement have been proposed. Choi-Williams distribution, 
smoothed-pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution [9] and other smoothed version of the WVD 
were developed as methods of finding the WVD with the minimum amount of cross-
terms. However, elimination of one shortcoming wi l l always lead to the loss of other 
merits, i.e. the more you smooth in time and/or frequency, the poorer the resolution in 
time and/or frequency but the less the cross-terms. Many of these energy distributions can 
be written in general forms of Cohen's class or the affine class [35]. 
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Time-frequency analysis has been widely used in many aspects, especially fault diagnosis. 
Hui L i used E M D and W V D to diagnose bearing faults [13]; Z. L i and M. J. Crocker 
used TFD to analyze modal frequencies of systems [12]; M. Kawada used wavelet 
transform to conduct vibration diagnosis for turbine generators [14], etc. 
2.3.2 Reassignment Method 
TFDs offer a good tool for the analysis of non stationary / transient signals. However, a 
critical drawback of these methods is their readability, which refers to both good time and 
frequency resolution and no misleading cross-terms. Reassignment is a post-processing 
technique that can improve the readability of TFDs. It overcomes the localization and 
interference trade-off that gives much misleading information in the time-frequency 
domain. 
The value that a spectrogram, scalogram or other smoothed distributions takes at a given 
point {t, w) is not simply the energy of this point. Instead, it is the summation of a 
continuum of W V D contributions within the essential TF support o f the [33]. 
In other words, an entire distribution of values is summarized to a number which is 
assigned to the geometric center of this TF domain. However, the energy distribution is 
not always geometrically symmetric. Moving this value to the center of gravity (f, of 
the distribution is much more meaningful and this is the essence of reassignment. 
Reassignment performs an averaging and shifting operation upon the original distribution 
[36]. 
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2.4 Finite Element Analysis 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a computer simulation technique used in engineering 
analysis. It uses a numerical technique used in engineering analysis. It uses a numerical 
technique called the finite element method (FEM), which is used for finding approximate 
solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). It originated from the needs for solving 
complex elasticity, structural analysis problems in civi l engineering and aeronautical 
engineering. The FEA was first proposed in 1943 by Richard Courant, who utilized the 
Ritz method of numerical analysis and minimization of variational calculus to obtain 
approximate solutions to vibration systems [30]. Clough used the phrase "finite element" 
firstly in his paper in 1960. Unti l 1960s to 1970s, the theory of FEM became mature, and 
some commercial software emerged. Development of the FEA in structural mechanics is 
usually based on an energy principle such as the virtual work principle or the minimum 
total potential energy principle. 
In its application, the object or system is represented by a geometrically similar model 
consisting of multiple, linked, simplified representations of discrete regions - i.e., finite 
elements on an unstructured grid. Equations of equilibrium are applied to each element, 
and a system of simultaneous equations is constructed. The system of equations is solved 
for unknown values using linear algebra or nonlinear numerical schemes. While being an 
approximate method, the accuracy of the FEA can be improved by refining the mesh in 
the model using more elements and nodes. 
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The finite element method (FEM) has become an essential technique in many areas of 
engineering and physics. FEA software includes MSC.Nastran, Algor, ABAQUS, 
ANSYS, etc. The ANSYS finite element program has a large library of elements that 
support structural analysis [15], thermal analysis [16], f luid analysis [17], acoustic 
analysis [18], and electromagnetic analyses [19], as well as coupled-field elements that 
simulate the interaction between the above fields [20, 21]. 
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Chapter 3 
Signature Analysis of Mechanical Watch 
Movement 
Signature analysis is a powerful tool for accessing the quality o f a mechanical watch. 
Generally speaking, a good watch should not only keep time accurately, but also be " in 
beat". In other words, the balance wheel takes equal time intervals to swing clockwise 
and counterclockwise, and the amplitude of the balance wheel is good [5]. There are two 
purposes of watch signal analysis. The first one is to evaluate the performance of 
mechanical watches, including the rate deviation (timekeeping error), beat error and the 
amplitude of the balance wheel. The other one is to diagnose faults that cause 
unsatisfactory performance. 
3.1 Time-Domain Analysis: Endpoint Detection 
The first shock is the start of each tick thus can be used to measure the accuracy of a 
watch. The endpoint detection is done over data windows from which to estimate some 
kind of features like short-time energy, zero-crossings (or level-crossings), etc [8, 24]. 
The short-time energy based detection function has been widely used because of its 
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reliability. Once the detection function is obtained, it is easily integrated in an adaptive 
threshold-based endpoint detection system. When the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is high, 
the detection scores are high. However, problems arise in noisy environments for low 
energy phonemes at the endpoints. 
Noise considered in our application includes outer noise and inherent noise. The former 
includes environment noise, 60Hz electrical noise, and etc. the latter is mainly inherent 
noise of electronic devices, such as microphone. The environment noise can be filtered 
by a noise insulation box. Besides, as the lowest frequency of the sound produced by the 
escapement is above lOOOHz, we use a high-pass filter to get rid of the low frequency 
noise less than lOOOHz. The inherent noise of the microphone is unavoidable, and the 
effective way to reduce its influence is to choose a microphone with low inherent noise. 
Figure 3.1 shows a segment o f watch sound. Signal (a) is the original one and signal (b) 
is the signal after filtered. We can see that the signal is clean enough after filtered. 
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Figure 3.1 A Segment of Watch Sound 
In our program (please refer to Chapter 7), the watch signal is split into many overlapping 
frames, and short-time energy and level-crossings are both used to detect the beginning o f 
each beat. I f an input signal x{n) is split in to frames lasting for N samples, and there is a 
M samples overlapping between neighboring frames, then the ri^ samples in the 产 frame 
can be written as 
x,{n) = x[{i-\)M + n] (3.1) 
Therefore, the short-time energy o f the 产 frame can be calculated using 
明 = ⑷ |2 (3.2) 
n = \ 
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One can detect the watch signal simply by calculating the short-time energy of framed 
signal and using a threshold. However, this algorithm is not reliable when the SNR is low. 
In some watches, the short-time energy of the first shock is not large enough to reach the 
threshold, and it may be ignored by the energy-based algorithm. It is found that when 
there is percussive or frictional sound, the caused waveform varies more fiercely then 
when there is no such sound. Thus we explore an approach that uses a feature sensitive to 
both amplitude and frequency changes of the signal. Level-crossings is such a feature and 
is introduced to detect this kind of watch vibration. 
Ic = 1 < 0 & & I 乂叉卜 1 l> level} (3.3) 
n=Q 
where, is 1 i f its argument A is true and 0 otherwise. 
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Figure 3.2 Short-Time Energy and Level-Crossing 
Experiment result shows that for a watch signal, the short-time energy and level-
crossings are higher when there are shocks in the escapement. The f low o f end-points 
detection is: 
Before starting end-points detection, we need to determine two thresholds for short-time 
energy and two thresholds for level-crossings. The smaller thresholds are sensitive to the 
change o f value and are easier to cross. When the short-time energy or the level-crossings 
is higher than the smaller threshold, it is probably not the start o f one beat but caused by 
short noise. When the short-time energy or the level-crossings is higher than the larger 
threshold, it is certainly caused by the shocks inside the escapement. A segment of one-
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beat signal can be divided in to four statuses: silence, interim, beat and end. In the silence, 
i f the short-time energy or level-crossings crosses the smaller threshold, we change the 
status to interim. During interim, i f both the two parameters fall below the smaller 
thresholds, we change the status back to silence; i f one of the two parameters crosses the 
larger threshold, we change the status to beat. Some short noise may produce a high value 
of short-time energy or level-crossings, but this kind of noise dose not last as long as the 
beat and can be distinguished by minimum length threshold. During the beat, i f both the 
two parameters fall below the smaller thresholds and time interval is shorter than the 
minimum length threshold, we consider it a interval of noise. This algorithm is not 
sensitive to noise caused by additional friction or shocks inside the escapement. 
The BPH of mechanical watches can be different. There are three main kinds, 18000, 
21600 and 28800. In the system we developed, we compare the time interval between the 
first two beats to determine the designed BPH of a watch. 
The rate deviation is estimated using the fol lowing equation: 
M = ^ ^ ^ X 86400s / day (3.4) 
Tq 
where T is the measured period, Tq is the reference period. For a watch of BPH of 21600 
(6 ticks per second), Tq should be 1 / 6 5. In fact, there is no watch that is absolutely " in 
beat". The more uniform, the better the watch is. 
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The angle that the balance wheel rotates from the start o f impulse to the end of drop is a 
constant (called l i f t angle), it can be used with the time interval between the unlocking 
and drop to calculate the amplitude of balance wheel. Generally speaking, the amplitude 
of the balance wheel should be between 200° to 320°. Low amplitude wi l l cause a large 
rate deviation, while high amplitude may cause knocking of the impulse pin and the 
pallet horn. The swing of the balance wheel can be simplified as a sinusoid, 
a = ]^Asm{27rft) (3.5) 
where a is the angle of balance wheel with respect to the balance position, A the 
ampl i tude, / =BPH/2>_ is the swing frequency. Between the first and the third shock, 
the angle covered by the balance wheel is l i ft angle K=52°. For watches that their balance 
is well centered, the middle of this distance is the balance position, so that for t= l / j /2 we 
have a=K/2. 
Then we have 
A = Klsm{7rft,,) (3 .6 ) 
3.2 Time-Domain Analysis: Error Detection with a 
Graphical Chart 
The graphical chart has been used to detect errors of escape wheel or gear train for long. 
Early mechanical t iming machines print the graphical chart in paper tape strips. We 
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simulate the paper tape strips that were used in early watch t iming machines by print the 
locus of the mechanical watch motion in the computer screen. This locus of the 
mechanical watch x{n) is expressed as fol low: Take a watch with 5 ticks/second for 
example. d{n) denotes the time intervals of two neighboring ticks and ref denotes the 
reference time interval o f two ticks ( 1/5 s), then 
x ( l ) = 0; 
x{i) = x{i-\) + {ref-d{i-\))- (3.7) 
We can see that i f every time interval of neighboring ticks is the same and equals to the 
reference time interval, namely, the watch movement is ok, we have: d{i) = d i j ) , and d{i) 
=ref, then, the locus of x{i) should be a vertical straight line (one row of dots). I f d{i)= 
d(j), and d(i) < ref, namely, a faster rate, then the locus of x(/) should be a straight line 
with positive slope. I f d{i) = d{j), and d{i) > ref, namely, a slower rate, then the locus of 
x{i) should be a straight line with negative slope. I f 卯)本 dU), which means that 
rhythm of balance wheel swing is not good, then, the the locus of x{i) is not a straight 
line (two rows of dots). Figure 3.3 shows some typical errors that can be seen from the 
graphical chart. Figure 3.4 shows the graphical diagram of three tested watches drawn by 
the program we developed (please refer to Chapter 7). We can see that the third watch is 
the best. The amplitude of the first watch is slightly nonuniform; the amplitude of the 
second watch is nonuniform and the escape wheel is not round. The amplitude of the 
third watch is sometimes slightly nonuniform. 
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Figure 3.4 Graphical Charts of Three Watches 
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3.3 Analyzing Ticks: from Time-Domain Analysis to 
Time-Frequency Analysis 
Figure 3.5 shows some fault diagnosis methods that are used in Witschi t iming machine 
[4]: (a) escapement locking too small; (b) escapement locking too large; (c) Too much 
clearance between balance pivot and jewel hole; (d) additional friction; (e) A tooth of the 
escape wheel drops directly on to the impulse plane (No unlocking function); (f) not 
enough clearance between the horns and the impulse pin; (g) Impulse pin touching the 
fork horn; (h) Balance wheel / balance spring touching the fourth wheel. 
IF I 
(a) (b) 
乂 ^ L U 〇:〔 
L I L L L I L '"""//7\ ~ f / / ^ ~ p / / " " " . If f i 




3 o E . 
(e) (f) 
〇 
ff ^ \ . i _ ^ 丨 
f i j ^ M m ^ W ^ 
(g) (h) 
Figure 3.5 Time-Domain Fault Diagnosis 
Note that the differences between Figure 3.5 (c), (f), (g) and (h) are so small that one fault 
can easily be mistaken as another when using this diagnosis method. In addition, the 
practical waveform o f the watch signal may not be as clear as those in Fig. 4, which 
makes improving on the time-domain method imperative. Since the sound is caused by 
the vibration o f the escapement parts, and blended shocks make the signal non-stationary, 
we are motivated to analyze the sound from the time-frequency aspect, in other words, to 
analyze the signal using the Reassigned Time-Frequency Distribution (RTFD) [33, 34, 
36]. By comparing the RTFD to the frequency responses o f the escapement parts found 
by means o f Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [29, 30] and spectral analysis [25], we can 
then f ind much more information about the mechanical movement and diagnose various 
malfunctions. 
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Chapter 4 
Reassigned Time-Frequency Distributions 
Time-Frequency Distribution (TFD) is a powerful tool for analyzing non-stationary 
signals [35, 37]. It transfers a one-dimensional time-domain signal, x{t), into a two-
dimensional function of time and frequency, TFD{t,f). The results can be conveniently 
plotted as a three-dimensional surface with the independent axes being time and 
frequency. Hence, it can characterize signals over the time-frequency domain. There are a 
number of different TFDs, each one has its own advantages and drawbacks. For example, 
for Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and wavelet transform [14, 32, 34], the 
limitation of Heisenberg box [32] unavoidably makes the trade-off between time and 
frequency resolutions. The Wigner-Vil le Distribution (WVD) [9] provides better time 
and frequency resolution but its practical application is restricted by the presence of 
spurious cross-terms. Smoothed versions of W V D are developed to eliminate the cross-
terms of W V D to a certain degree but again, such smoothing operation spreads out 
localized auto-terms [10]. 
4.1 Spectrogram 
STFT is the first tool for analyzing transient / non-stationary signals and the resulting 
distribution is called the spectrogram [10]. The basic idea of STFT is to calculate the 
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power spectrum density of the signal at time t within a small window centered at time t. 
A real and symmetric window h{t) is translated by r and modulated by the frequency co. 
A spectrogram is the squared modulus of the STFT: 
SP^ {tM = \STFT^ {tM\' (4.1) 
where, 
STFT\ (t, 0)) = rVr)/?"^ (t - T:)e 謝 ch (4.2) 
J-00 
The time-frequency resolution of h is represented by a Heisenberg box centered at (t, co) 
with a time spread cr； and a frequency spread (Jco- According to the Heisenberg uncertainty 
theorem, o>cr⑴ > 1/2. Therefore, a trade-off between time and frequency resolution is 
unavoidable. 
4.2 Morlet Scalogram 
Opposed to STFT, in which the window length is fixed, wavelet transform uses a window 
with time and frequency resolution that vary with scales. A Morlet scalogram is the 
squared modulus of the continuous Morlet wavelet transform [7]: 
1 ( - t \ 2 
= = 又 I ^ J j r (4.3) 
where, y/^ is the conjugate of the complex of the Morlet wavelet: 
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1 f 
W ⑴ = ~ ^ . e x p ( / X / ) . e x p - — (4.4) 
^l^b \ Jb) 
where, coc is the center frequency and fb is the bandwidth parameter. Moreover, m = codfb 
/ 5 defines the number o f effective cycles being used in the wavelet. The scale, a, is 
related to frequency by the relationship a = cOc I co. The energy spread o f ly corresponds 
to a Heisenberg box centered at (t，cOc / a) with the time spread proportional to a and the 
frequency spread proportional to Ma. This makes the area of the box remains a constant. 
Similar to spectrogram, scalogram is also a positive distribution which removes the 
interference terms but results in a l imit on resolution. 
4.3 Smoothed Pseudo-Wigner-Ville Distribution 
TFDs which are members of a generalized Cohen's class [35] are defined as: 
C , \ \ ( I > T F is-t,^- co)WV^{s, (4.5) 
where, 0tf is the smoothing kernel and WV is the Wigner-Vil le Distribution (WVD) 
defined as: 
f ( \ 
WVXuoj)^ f x / + - / t — _ e-J肌ch (4.6) 
V 2 J V 
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By choosing different kernel functions, various TFDs can be derived [35]. It can be seen 
that for W V D , the kernel 0 t f ( u , Q) = The W V D possesses a high resolution in the 
time-frequency plane, and satisfies a large number o f desirable theoretical properties. 
However, its application is l imited by the presence o f nonnegligible cross-terms, resulting 
f rom interactions between signal components (auto-terms). These cross-terms may lead 
to an erroneous visual interpretation o f the signal's time-frequency structure. 
Since the cross-terms include positive and negative oscillations, it can partly removes 
these terms by smoothing WV^ in time and frequency. Smoothed Pseudo-Wigner-Vil le 
distribution (SPWV) [37] is therefore introduced smoothing WV^ in time and frequency 
independently w i th a kernel 0tf{u, Q) = g{u)\\{Q). However, this again l imits the time 
and frequency resolution. The SPWV is defined as: 
/ \ / \ 
SPWV^(t,co;g,h)= fjg(u)h(T)x t-u + - y [ t - u - - e-J肌dudT (4.7) 
V 2y/ V 
where, g and h are two real even windows and H and G are Fourier transforms o f h and g 
with hifi) = G(0) = 1. 
4.4 Reassignment principle 
Reassignment is a post-processing technique that can improve the readability o f TFDs 
[36]. It overcomes the localization and interference trade-off giving much misleading 
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information in the time-frequency domain. This motivates us to use the reassigned TFD 
for analyzing the mechanical watches. 
It can be proved that besides SPWV, the spectrogram is also smoothed version of WVD, 
which can be written as the form of Cohen's class. The scalogram results from an affine 
smoothing of the WVD, and can be equivalently expressed in the form of the affine class: 
D 几 句 = （ 4 . 8 ) 
The value that a spectrogram, scalogram or other smoothed distributions takes at a given 
point (J, co) is not simply a point. Instead, it is the summation of a continuum of WVD 
contributions within the essential TF support of the 0 t f { u , In other words, an entire 
distribution of values is summarized to a number which is assigned to the geometric 
center of this TF domain. However, the energy distribution is not always geometrically 
symmetric. Moving this value to the center of gravity (/,&>) of the distribution is much 
more meaningful and this is the essence of reassignment (see Figure 4.1). Reassignment 
performs an averaging and shifting operation upon the original distribution. 
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Figure 4.1 Reassignment Method 
4.5 Reassigned Spectrogram (RSP) 
The reassigned spectrogram is defined by: 
RSP人 r,oj、,h) = (4.9) 
The coordinates o f center o f gravity are given by: 
f ( , , 劝 = , - 4 爾 “ , , " ; 夢 气 ( ⑶ , ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
” ， 、 ， S T F T 人 t,or,Dh).STFT:{jt,co,h) 
co(t,co) = CO+3m< f (4.11) 
wi th Th = t-h{t) and Dh = dh{t) / dt. 
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4.6 Reassigned Morlet Scalogram 
Similar to reassigned spectrogram, the center of gravity of the reassigned Morlet 
scalogram is defined by: 
= 釋 ’ • 《 产 ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
^ = ( 仏 ⑷ 1 (4.13) 
‘ 广,以)a [ 2m\CW^(t,a;y/)\ 
where, Ty/ = t-yif) and Dy/= dij/J:) / dt. The resulting reassigned Morlet scalogram is 
then defined as: 
4.7 Reassigned SPWV 
The coordinates of center of gravity for the reassigned SPWV are calculated by: 
一 靈 “ 她 / Q (4.15) 
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彻 二 ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
^ SPJVV入 t,or,g,h、 ^ … 
with Tg = t.g(t) and Dh = dh{t) / dt. The resulting reassigned SPWV is: 
7?W『（(/>’;g，/2)= [ [SiWP;(/ ’dy;/0 冲 ' - U , ， 劝 ) 科 仍 ’ - 爽 劝 ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
4.8 Performance Evaluation of Time-frequency 
Distributions 
In order to evaluate the performance of different kinds of TFD, a watch signal (sampling 
rate: 48Khz) is generated as shown in Figure 4.2. Note that there are three phases. The 
signals in different phases are correspondent to different shocks and the frequency 
contents of each shock are known. Figure 4.2 also shows the idealized TFD of this signal. 
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Figure 4.2 Watch Signal and Idealized TFD 
Figure 4.3 shows the spectrogram (120-point Hamming window), Morlet scalogram (m 二 
10), SPWV (g: 96-point Hamming window, h: 240-point Hamming window) and their 
reassigned versions. It can be seen that the time and frequency resolution o f spectrogram 
and Morlet scalogram are poorer than that of SPWV. However, even for SPWV, some 
cross-terms sti l l appear. The high frequency resolution o f Morlet scalogram is worse than 
that o f the spectrogram but the low frequency resolution o f Morlet scalogram is better. 
For example, the frequency components o f 8907Hz and 9500Hz at 7.7ms are mixed in 
the spectrogram, and the frequency components o f 21,200Hz, 20,025Hz and 23,300Hz 
can hardly be distinguished from each other in the Morlet scalogram. Moreover, it is seen 
that the reassignment greatly improves the readability o f TFDs. It provides a TF plot 
which resembles to the idealized model to a greater extent. The reassigned spectrogram 
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(RSP) and reassigned Morlet scalogram give similar distributions and provide very good 
resolution. The resolution difference between high and low frequency is less obvious in 
the reassigned Morlet scalogram. The reassigned SPWV partially removes the cross-
terms in SPWV and gives excellent accuracy. However, one noticeable drawback of 
reassignment is that when more than one component is seen within the TF smoothing 
window, the beating effect occurs and results in interference fringes (pointed with arrows 
in Figure 4.3). Compared to the reassigned Morlet scalogram and the reassigned SPWV, 
the reassigned spectrogram requires less computational load and does not produce cross-
terms; therefore, it is considered as the best TFD for our application. 
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Chapter 5 
Modal analysis and simulation results 
The goal of modal analysis is to determine the natural shapes and frequencies of a 
structure during free vibration. It is common to use FEM to perform this analysis. The 
types of equations which arise from modal analysis are those seen in eigensystems. The 
physical interpretation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are that they represent the 
modal frequencies and corresponding mode shapes. 
5.1 FEA Eigensystems 
In general, a mechanical system can be approximation by a set of order differential 
equations: 
[ M 刺 + [ C ] ⑷ + ⑷ ⑷ = { / ? ( / ) } (5.1) 
where, M is the equivalent mass matrix, is the 2nd time derivative of the 
displacement {S} (i.e. the accelerat ion) ,⑷ is the velocity, A： the stiffness matrix, C the 
damping matrix and R{t) the load vector. When evaluating the modal frequency of the 
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system, {R{t)} is set to zero. Also, because the damping is usually rather small, the only 
terms kept are the 1st and 3rd terms on the left hand side which give the fol lowing system: 
[M]{S}+[K]{S} = 0 (5.2) 
This is the general form of the eigensystem encountered in structural engineering using 
the FEM. Assume 
⑷二 fc}广’ （5.3) 
where, {SM } is the column vector of vibration modes, and co the modal frequency of 
vibration. Let o? = A, and substitute Equation (5.3) into (5.2), the eigen-function is found: 
= 0 (5.4) 
Solving Equation (5.4) w i l l then give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which are modal 
frequencies and mode shapes of this system. 
5.2 Modal Analysis in ANSYS 
Mathematically, the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used for finding approximate 
solution of differential equations. There are many commercial software for FEA. In this 
project, we use Solidworks and ANSYS. 
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As shown in Chapter 2，the escapement consists o f a balance wheel (Figure 14(a)), an 
escape wheel (Figure 14(b)), and a pallet fork (Figure 14(c)). We first draw the FE 
models o f the e s c a p e m e n t and the fourth wheel (Figure 14(d)) and then conduct modal 
analysis. Note that the e s c a p e m e n t parts are made o f different materials. For example, the 
balance wheel is made o f four bodies: the wheel is made o f brass, the impulse pin is made 
o f ruby, the double roller is made o f brass and the balance stuff is made o f 20AP steel. 
Furthermore, the boundary conditions are very important. Take the balance wheel for 
example, as the ends o f the shafts are constrained by the bearing, a cyl indrical support 
(axial direction free) to cyl indrical surface o f each shaft is used and their translations are 
constrained on the flat surfaces in their normal directions. Similar constraints are imposed 
to the escape wheel, the pallet fork and the fourth wheel. The FEA simulation takes only 
a few minutes to complete. Table 5.1 summarizes the modal frequencies (between 0 〜24 
KHz) . Higher modal frequencies are not considered because o f l imi t o f the microphone's 
frequency response range (50Hz 〜24KHz), which w i l l be discussed in the subsequent 
section. 
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(a) Balance wheel (b) Escape wheel 
(c) Pallet fork (d) Fourth wheel 
Figure 5.1 The FE Models of the Escapement and the Fourth Wheel 
Mechanical Parts Modal Frequencies (Hz) 
Balance wheel 481，1752, 1753, 2488, 6417, 6419, 6766, 6768，18331, 18892， 
20223,20228,21537 
Pallet fork 16779,21150, 22212 
Escape wheel 9117, 11262, 11271，12667, 18728, 19425 
Fourth wheel 3752, 3755, 4361, 5646, 6645, 6658, 14177, 14178 
Table 5.1 Modal Frequencies of Different Parts 
5.3 Transient Dynamic Analysis of Watch Parts in 
ANSYS 
Transient dynamic analysis is a technique used to determine the dynamic response of a 
structure under a t ime-varying load. It w i l l give the response o f a structure over time 
during and after the application o f a load, so it is also called time history analysis. To find 
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the ful l time history of a structure's response we must solve the structure's equation of 
motion (Equation (5.1)). It is very diff icult to calculate the time history manually as the 
number of degrees of freedom of a structure increases. Therefore, real structures are 
analyzed using non-linear FEA software, such as ANSYS. 
In order to find which vibration modes of the watch parts are excited under different 
excitation conditions, transient dynamic analysis is used. The location of impact has great 
influence on the response of the system. As mentioned before, in a normal escapement 
motion, the impacts to balance wheel are on the impulse pin; the impacts to escape wheel 
are on its teeth; the impacts to the pallet fork are on its notch and jewels; and the impacts 
to the fourth wheel are on the fourth pinion. However, in a faulty watch, the locations of 
impact may not be the same situation. For example, when the fourth wheel grazes the 
balance wheel as it swings, there wi l l be impacts on the rim of the balance wheel and the 
fourth wheel; when the clearance between the horns of the pallet fork and the impulse pin 
is too small, additional shocks wi l l be caused on the impulse pin and the pallet fork horns. 
Because the shocks are very short, we apply white Gaussian noise excitations lasting for 
0.04 ms to the points of impacts in transient analysis. The white Gaussian noise can be 
generated in M A T L A B using function The force and its spectrum are shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 The Force and Its Spectrum 
The smaller the time step, the higher the mode frequency we w i l l capture. The rule of 
thumb in ANSYS is 
time step = 1 / (20力 (5.5) 
where f is the highest mode frequency we wish to capture. In other words, we must 
resolve our step size such that we w i l l have 20 discrete points per period o f the highest 
mode frequency. As we are interested in the frequencies below 24KHz, The interval o f 
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t ime steps we choose is 2e-006s. In ANSYS, transient dynamic analysis can be carried 
out using 3 methods, the fu l l method, the reduced method and the mode superposition 
method. In this research, we use fu l l method. 
Let us take the balance wheel as an example. The force is applied onto a node on the 
impulse pin. The response o f another node on the r im o f the wheel is calculated by 
ANSYS® (see Figure 5.3) and its spectrum is calculated in M A T L A B (see Figure 5.4). It 
can be seen that the modal frequencies excited by the impact on impulse pin are mainly 
the 7th (6766Hz), S'*^  (6768Hz), (18331Hz) and lO'*^  (18892Hz). The intensity o f 
modal frequency is very week and negligible. 
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
.2001 1 1 1 1 
0 0 5 1 r , 、 1.5 2 2 5 
Time(s) 
Figure 5.3 Response of the Balance Wheel 
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Figure 5.4 The Corresponding Spectrum of the Time Waveform in Figure 5.3 
Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.7 show the simulation results o f the escape wheel, pallet fork and 
the fourth wheel. Note that in this simulation, the impact to escape wheel are on one of its 
teeth, the impacts to the pallet fork are on its notch and jewels, and the impacts to the 
fourth wheel are on the fourth pinion. It is seen that the force on the escape wheel tooth 
excites the first four modes o f vibration, and the vibration mode is the strongest. For 
the pallet fork, only the vibration mode is seen. For the fourth wheel, only the (or 
8 , vibration mode is seen. 
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Figure 5.7 Response Spectrum of the Fourth Wheel 
Table 5.2 lists the frequencies that a good watch should have in transient analysis. For 
escapements w i th different materials or different dimension, the value is different, but the 
modes are the same. 
Mechanical Parts Modal Frequencies (Hz) 
Balance wheel 6766, 6768, 18658, 19188 
Pallet fork 16779 
Escape wheel 9117, 11262, 11271, 12667 
Fourth wheel 14177, 14178 
Table 5.2 Modal Frequencies 
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Comparing the reassigned spectrogram (RSP) o f an accurate watch (see Figure 5.8), we 
can see that the instantaneous frequency o f the watch signal corresponds to the frequency 
responses o f the escapement parts and the fourth wheel that are listed in Table 5.2. The 
correspondence is marked wi th arrows and symbols (e.g., B7 represents the modal 
frequency o f the balance wheel, PI the modal frequency o f the pallet fork, E l the 
modal frequency o f the escape wheel and F7 the modal frequency o f the fourth wheel). 
Only very few high frequency components cannot f ind their counterparts in Table 5.2, 
and actually, these components are produced by the distortion o f modal frequencies that 
are higher than 24 Khz. A possible solution is to use a microphone o f wider range o f 
frequency response. 
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Figure 5.8 The Corresponding Frequencies Viewing From RSP 
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In order to study the behavior o f malfunctions o f the escapement, we did other 
simulations in which the impact is not the same as the previous one. Here show an 
example. The malfunct ion is that the forth wheel touches the balance wheel when the 
watch is work ing in the dial-down position [2]. In this case, the balance wheel is hit on 
its r im. It is seen that the response o f the balance wheel is very different f rom which 
when the balance wheel is hit on the impulse pin. 
60, . 1 , 1 
： 
-60 I 1 1 1 1 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Figure 5.9 Response of the Balance Wheel 
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Figure 5.10 Response Spectrum of the Balance Wheel 
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Chapter 6 
Fault Detection Examples 
The focus of this thesis is on signature analysis. Fault diagnosis is the next step based on 
the analysis results. As mentioned before, time-domain analysis may not work effectively 
in diagnosing certain faults o f the mechanical watches. Since TFD reveals the insight of 
the escapement motion [31], it is more effective. In fact, each defective watch would 
produce sounds with distinct time-frequency pattern that can be measured. Hence, one 
can detect the defect by comparing this pattern to the patterns of a good watch (such as 
the one shown in Figure 5.8). Following are two demonstration examples. 
6.1 Example I 
Figure 6.1(a) shows the signal of a defective watch, whose clearance between the horns 
and the impulse pin is too small. Note that the time waveform does not like the one 
shown in Figure 3.5(f). In fact, it resembles the signal of a good watch (see Figure 2.3). 
However, from its TFD in Figure 6.1(b), it is seen during the third phase, the and 
modal frequencies of the balance wheel (about 6419Hz) appears twice, the first one at 
about 8.2ms and the other at about 12ms. This implies that there is an additional shock at 
about 12ms. In reality, this is a shock between the impulse pin of the balance wheel and 
the pallet fork notch as a result of the destitution of clearance between the horns and the 
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impulse pin. Under this shock, the and the S^*" modes of the balance wheel are excited 
(see Figure 5.4). Moreover, this shock causes the vibration of the escape wheel as well, in 
particularly the modal frequency of the escape wheel (see Figure 5.5). The 
corresponding mode shapes are shown in Figure 6.2. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
0.5 - -。,,、| 1卜_ III 
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Time [s] 
(a) The Time Waveform 
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(b) The Corresponding RSP 
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(c) Illustration o f the Watch Defect 
Figure 6.1 in Example I 
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• 
(a) The Mode Shape of the Balance Wheel 
m m 
(b) The 8th Mode Shape of the Balance Wheel 
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國 
(c) The 4th Mode Shape o f the Escape Wheel 
Figure 6.2 The Mode Shapes in Example I 
6.2 Example II 
Figure 6.3(a) shows the signal o f a defective watch, whose clearance between the pivot of 
the balance wheel and the bearing is too large. It causes additional grazing between the 
balance wheel and the fourth wheel. Note that the signal is not like the one shown in 
Figure 3.5(h). Though, there are more than three peaks in the time waveform. Comparing 
to Figure 2.3, the additional peaks (the first peak and the last peak) is a clear indication o f 
malfunction. However, f rom the time waveform, one cannot pinpoint what causes the 
malfunction. From Figure 6.3(b), one can see that the 2乂 the and the modal 
frequencies o f the balance wheel appear. This is caused by the balance wheel grazing the 
fourth wheel. In order to confirm this deduction, a transient analysis is conducted. 
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Because the vibration of the balance wheel is not induced by the impact on the impulse 
pin, but by the impact o f the wheel itself, an impulsive force is applied onto two nodes on 
the rim of the balance wheel. The response spectrum is shown in Figure 5.10. It is seen 
that the frequency components are significantly different from those in Figure 5.4. In 
particularly, the presence of the 2"〜the and the lO *^" modal frequencies is the main 
feature (refer to Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.6 for mode shapes). 
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(a) The Time Waveform 
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(c) Illustration o f the Defect 
Figure 6.3 Example II 
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Figure 6.4 The 2nd Mode Shape of the Balance Wheel 
• 
Figure 6.5 The 9th Mode Shape of the Balance Wheel 
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B n H 
f^M 
Figure 6.6 The 10th Mode Shape of the Balance Wheel 
We have tested a number o f other faults, such as knocking, additional fr ict ion, and direct 
penetration o f the escape wheel tooth into the impulse plane [1], the results are all 
successful. 
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Chapter 7 
System Development 
The CUHK-IPE Watch Signature Analyzer is a computer software system developed for 
people who work on mechanical watches or clocks. It can not only perform the whole 
operations of a commercial watch timing machine (time mode), but also perform fault 
diagnosis using the time-frequency distribution (time-frequency mode). Figure 7.1 shows 
the f low diagram of the signature analysis system. 
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Figure 7.1 Flow Diagram of Watch Signature Analysis System 
The first version is developed wi th M A T L B GUI. The interface o f the software is 
designed using the GUI Layout Editor and saved as a FIG-f i le named WTimer.f ig. When 
you save the GUI layout, M A T L A B automatically generates an M- f i l e named WTimer.m 
(see Appendix I) that we use to control how the GUI works. Figure 7.2(a) shows the time 
mode o f the watch analyzer. Figure 7.2(b) shows the time-frequency mode o f the watch 
analyzer. 
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Figure 7.2 Interface of CUHK-IPE Watch Signature Analyzer 
Figure 7.3 shows the equipment used to record watch sound. The equipment includes a 
noise insulation box, a microphone, a fixture clamping the microphone and the watch, an 
amplif ier ampl i fy ing the watch signal. 
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This chapter presents a summary on this thesis. It describes the background and 
motivation of this project, traditional and proposed approach of the problem, system 
development and application examples. 
Nowadays, watch t iming machines based on time-domain analysis utilize acoustic signal 
coming from the impact o f the escapement to evaluation the performance and detect error 
of the mechanical watch. The principle of estimating the rate deviation is that the beats of 
the watch is compared to that of a highly precise, standard watch. The time interval 
between the first and the third peak within a beat is used to measure the amplitude of the 
balance wheel. Some errors of the gear train can be detected by a graphical diagram. A 
main drawback of time-domain analysis is that it is not stable when diagnosing some 
faults. 
In this thesis, a new signature analysis method, time-frequency analysis is proposed. As 
the sound of a mechanical watch movement is from its escapement and it contains a 
number of frequency components corresponding to modal frequencies of the escapement 
parts, including the balance wheel, the pallet fork, the escape wheel and the fourth wheel, 
time-frequency method is proposed in this thesis to analyze signature of mechanical 
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watch movements. Contrary to the existing method, it analyzes the time-frequency 
features of a mechanical watch movement through a combination of two well-known 
techniques: Reassigned Time-Frequency Distribution (RTFD) and Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA). By mapping the signal into a 2D function of time and frequency, RTFD 
reveals the frequency components at different time of the movement (time-frequency 
pattern), while FEA gives the theoretical response of the movements. By comparing the 
time-frequency pattern the movements to the theoretical response spectrum of the 
movement, various malfunctions of the movement can then be detected. Time-frequency 
analysis reveals the insight o f the escapement movement, so it works more stable than 
time-domain analysis. 
To find the most proper time-frequency representation for analyzing watch sound, the 
spectrogram, the scalogram and the SPWV and their reassigned versions are compared. It 
is found that Reassigned Spectrogram (RSP) provides the time-frequency resolution with 
fewest misleading interference. Therefore, it can be used to detect defects and errors of 
the mechanical watches. 
To show the advantage of the proposed method in fault diagnosis, two examples are 
given: not enough clearance between the pallet fork hors and the impulse pin; the fourth 
wheel touches the balance wheel. Experiment result shows that time-frequency analysis 
reveals when and where the impacts inside the escapement take place. It shows the time-
frequency pattern that is unique of each mechanical watch. Some faults can be easily 
detected by comparing the time-frequency pattern of the testing watch to a reference one. 
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In this thesis, we have presented a complete and practical system for performance 
evaluation and fault diagnosis of mechanical watch movements. The sound of the 
mechanical watch is recorded by a microphone fixed in a noise insulation box. Then it is 
analyzed using the system developed by M A T L A B . The system has two modes, time 
mode and time-frequency mode. Time-domain analysis is used in the first mode and 
time-frequency analysis is used in the second mode. 
In summary, we did demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality of our proposed 
method on the analysis of mechanical watches and it shows promising results. It can be 
commercialized and help people evaluation the performance of mechanical watches. 
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Appendix I 
1. GUI Layout of the CUHK-IPE Watch Signature 
Analyzer (WTimer.fig): 
File Edit View Layout Tools Help 
•运 a 劣 ife …n - a. I? S3 m 卜 .. _. … 
Record Sound Plot Sound Wave | Ray f Stop | 
I — — ‘ … 
p p - .. Detected Bm | 
measure - Choose.thetirthlo. v ; Show TFD of Or,e Tick | 
Measure The Rate | show graphical chart | ^ — ^ ^ 
I Beat Error: | \ 
Rate (sec/day); [ 
, \ 彻 z 
Amplitude I Degree \ 
II 凶I 
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2. Main Function of CUHK-IPE Watch Signature Analyzer 
(WTimer.m): 
f u n c t i o n v a r a r g o u t = WT imer (va ra rg in ) 
g u i _ S i n g l e t o n = 1； 
g u i _ S t a t e = s t r u c t ( ' g u i — N a m e ' , m f i l e n a m e , . . . 
I g u i — S i n g l e t o n • , g u i _ S i n g l e t o n , . . . 
•gui—OpeningFcn’， @WTimer_Open ingFcn , . . . 
' g u i _ O u t p u t F c n ' , @WTimer_〇u tpu tFcn , . . . 
I gui—Layout Fen I , [ ] , . . . 
I gu i—Cal lback I , [ ] )； 
i f n a r g i n && i s c h a r ( v a r a r g i n { 1 } ) 
g u i _ S t a t e . g u i — C a l l b a c k = s t r 2 f u n c ( v a r a r g i n { 1 } ) ; 
end 
i f na rgou t 
[ va ra rgou t {1：na rgou t } ] = gu i—ma in f cn (gu i _S ta te , va ra rg i n {： } )； 
e l s e 
gu i _ma in f cn ( g i i i _ S t a t e , v a r a r g i n { ： })； 
end 
% End i n i t i a l i z a t i o n code - DO NOT EDIT 
% Executes j u s t b e f o r e reccrder___VJTimer Ls v i s i b l e . 
f u n c t i o n WTimer_OpeningFcn(hObject , even tda ta , hand les , v a r a r g i n ) 
h a n d l e s . o u t p u t = hObj ect； 
% t-harv:]'::。:. s t r u c ? ; , : 
g u i d a t a ( h O b j e c t , handles)； 
% ——Outputs f rom ‘.h'—s f u n c t i o n are r e t u r n e d t ' -、：二 T-T.rr.ar.d l i n e . 
f u n c t i o n v a r a r g o u t = WTimer_OutputFcn(hObj e c t , even tda ta , handles) 
% Get d e f a u l t cor: r：.^. '1: rie ？：二 t iput f rom handles ~ "： ：":："： j t e 
v a r a r g o u t { 1 } = hand les .ou tpu t； 
% ——Executes ori s^ le:：-： i c h a n g e :.r. s o u n d l i b . 
f u n c t i o n s o u n d l i b _ C a l l b a c k ( h O b j e c t , even tda ta , handles) 
% ——Execu r. ~ s i _ i r.g cbj ^ . /eacion, a f t e r s e t t i n g a i I proper?, i 
f u n c t i o n sound l i b_Crea teFcn (hOb jec t , even tda ta , handles) 
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% Executes on button press in recordPusb. 




sd_original=highpass_filter(x,1000 , fs)； 













handles.X = sd_original； 
se t (hand les .de te—bph , ' S t r i n g ' , num2s t r (bps*3600) )； 
guidata(hObj ect, handles)； 
% ——Executes on selection change in fs. 
function fs_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function fs_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




% -一- Executes on selection change in bps. 
function bps—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes during object creation, after setting all properties, 
function bps_CreateFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
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S e e I S P C a n d C O M P U T E R . 
i f i s p c && i s e q u a l ( g e t ( h O b j e c t , ' B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ' ) , 
g e t ( 0 , 1 d e f a u l t U i c o n t r o l B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ ) ) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘ B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ , ‘ w h i t e ‘ ) ； 
e n d 
% ——Executes o n b u t t o n p r e s s in P l o t — w a v e . 
f u n c t i o n P l o t — w a v e — C a l l b a c k ( h O b j e c t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . t f d , ‘ H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' O F F ' ) ； 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . o r g S d , ' H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' O N ' )； 
a x e s ( h a n d l e s . o r g S d )； 
t = ( 1：1： l e n g t h ( h a n d l e s . x ) ) / h a n d l e s . f s s ; 
p l o t ( t , h a n d l e s . x ) ； 
x l i m ( [ 0 l e n g t h ( t ) / h a n d l e s . f s s ] ) ； 
y l i m ( [ m i n ( h a n d l e s . x ) , m a x ( h a n d l e s . x ) ] )； 
x l a b e l ( ‘ t i m e ( s ) ‘ ) ； 
w a v w r i t e ( h a n d l e s . x , h a n d l e s . f s s , ‘ t e s t . w a v ‘ ) 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . o r g S d , ' H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' O F F ' ) ； 
% ——Executes o n b u t t o n p r e s s in P l a y — s o u n d . 
f u n c t i o n P l a y _ s o u n d _ C a l l b a c k ( h O b j e c t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
p l a y e r = a u d i o p l a y e r ( h a n d l e s . x , h a n d l e s . f s s )； 
p l a y ( p l a y e r ) 
h a n d l e s . p l a y e r = p l a y e r； 
g u i d a t a ( h O b j e c t , h a n d l e s )； 
% - - - E x e c u t e s :)ti b u t t o n p r e s s i n S top sound. 
f u n c t i o n S top—sound—Ca l l back (h〇b jec t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
s t o p ( h a n d l e s . p l a y e r ) 
f u n c t i o n t i c k s — C a l l b a c k ( h 〇 b j e c t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
% ——Executes d u r i n g o b j e c t c r e a t i o n , a f t e r s e t t i n g all p r o p e r t i e s . 
f u n c t i o n t i c k s _ C r e a t e F c n ( h O b j e c t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
if ispc ScSc i s e q u a l (get (h〇bj e c t , ' B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ' ) , 
g e t ( 0 , ' d e f a u l t U i c o n t r o l B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ ) ) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘ B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ’， ‘ w h i t e ‘ )； 
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end 
%. - - Execute?广、n «•‘.1 ‘二：(•.卜,1 ‘；n f;i•.!nqe .:.11 l:i.r.. 
function thr—Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes d u r i n g object , c r e a t i o n , a f t e r s e t t i n g a l l p r o p e r t i e s , 
function thr—CreateFcn(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 




% Executes on button press in rate. 
function rate—Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




else if handles.bpss==6 
[ticks,milisec〇nds_per—beat,rate,start,terminal] 二 
rate4_6(handles.x,handles.bpss/2,handles.fss)； 





rate=-rate； symble=‘ slower‘； 




set(handles.ticks , ‘ S t r i n g ‘ , strcat(num2str(ticks ) , ‘ t i c k s ' ) ) ； 
set(handles.error, ' S t r i n g ' , strcat(num2str(rate),‘ s ‘,symble))； 
set(handles.milisecpb, ‘String‘, strcat(num2str(miliseconds_per_beat)• ’ 
miliseconds/beat'))； 
guidata(hObj ect, handles)； 
%Calculate the amp丄丄rude 
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a a = h a n d l e s . t e r m i n a l - h a n d l e s . s t a r t； 
switch h a n d l e s . b p s s 
case 8 
b b = r o u n d ( 0 . 9 9 * m e a n ( a a ) )； 
case 6 
bb=round(mean ( a a ) )； 
case 5 
b b = r o u n d ( 4 * m e a n ( a a ) )； 
end 
tl3 = zeros(length(handles.start),bb)； 
i = l; 
third—tick = z e r o s ( l e n g t h ( h a n d l e s . s t a r t ) , 1 )； 
while 1 
tl3(i , :)^handles.x(handles.start(i) ： (handles.start(i)+bb-l))； 
third一tick(i) = v a d ( t l 3 ( i , : ) ) ; 
i=i+l; 




meantl3= (sum (third—tick) -max (third—tick)-
m i n ( t h i r d — t i c k ) ) / ( l e n g t h ( t h i r d _ t i c k ) - 2 ) / h a n d l e s . f s s； 
amplitude = 52/sin(pi*handles.bpss*meant13)； 
if amplitude>3 6 0 
amplitude = amplitude/2； 
end 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . a m p , 'String', num2str(amplitude))； 
% -- - -
function error—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
% Executes durina object creation, after setting all p r o p e r t i e s . 
function e r r o r _ C r e a t e F c n ( h O b j e c t , eventdata, handles) 




function fast—slow—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes during object creation, after setting all p r o p e r t i e s . 
function fast_slow_CreateFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
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if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0,1 defaultUicontrolBackgrouiidColor ‘)) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘ B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ , ‘ w h i t e ‘ )； 
end 
f u n c t i o n m i l i secpb—Ca l l back (h〇b jec t , even tda ta , hand les) 
% Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function milisecpb_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
i f i s p c && i s e q u a l ( g e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘ B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ ) , 
g e t ( 0 , ‘ d e f a u l t U i c o n t r o l B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ ) ) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘ B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ , ‘ w h i t e ‘ )； 
end 
% Executes on selection change in time. 
function time—Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function time—CreateFcn(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc ScSc isequal (get (hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
g e t ( 0 , 1 d e f a u l t U i c o n t r o l B a c k g r o u n d C o l o r ‘ ) ) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘Backg roundCo lo r ‘ , ’ w h i t e ‘ ) ； 
end 
% ——Executes on button press in show—tfd. 
f u n c t i o n s h o w _ t f d _ C a l l b a c k ( h O b j e c t , even tda ta , hand les) 













w a v w r i t e ( a , h a n d l e s • f s s , ‘ t i c k . w a v ‘ ) 
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set(handles.orgSd,‘HandleVisibility’,'ON')； 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . t f d , ’Hand leV is ib i l i t y ’，‘OFF‘)； 
t= (1：length(a))/handles.fss； 
plot(t,a) 
xlabel(‘Signal in Time') 
x l i m ( [ 0 , l e n g t h ( t ) / h a n d l e s . f s s ] ) 
y l i m ( [ m i n ( a ) , m a x ( a ) ] ) 
s e t ( h a n d l e s . o r g S d , • H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , 'OFF' )； 
set(handles.tfd,‘HandleVisibility',’ON'); 
tfrrsp(hilbert(a))； 
function amp—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
% ——Executes during object creation, after setting all p r o p e r t i e s . 
function amp—CreateFcn(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 




% ——Executes on selection change in N o o f T i c k . 
function N〇ofTick—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
% Executes during object creation, after setting all p r o p e r t i e s . 
function N o o f T i c k _ C r e a t e F c n ( h O b j e c t , eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, ‘BackgroundColor‘), 
get(0,1de faultUicontrolBackgroundColor‘)) 
s e t ( h O b j e c t , ‘BackgroundColor‘, ’ white‘)； 
end 
% ——Executes on button press in show—diagram, 
function show—diagram—Callback(h〇bject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.orgSd, ‘HandleVisibility，，‘OFF‘)； 
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s e t ( h a n d l e s . t f d , ' H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y’,'O N ' ) ; 
ref = h a n d l e s . f s s / h a n d l e s . b p s s； 
t e m p l = h a n d l e s . s t a r t ( 1： (length(handles.start) -1))； 
t e m p 2 = h a n d l e s . s t a r t ( 2： l e n g t h ( h a n d l e s . s t a r t ) )； 
d二temp2-tempi； 
n=d-ref； 
x = z e r o s { 1 , l e n g t h ( h a n d l e s . s t a r t ) )； 
x ( l ) = 0； 
x(2) =n(l)； 
i = 2； 
w h i l e 1 
x(i) = x ( i - l ) + n ( i - l )； 
i = i + 1 ； 





p l o t ( - x , m , I . ' ) ; 
x l i m ( [ m i n ( - 2 0 0 0 , m i n ( x ) ) ,max(2000,max(x))]) 
line([-x(l) ,-x(end)] , [m(l) ,m(end)] , 'Color', 'red') 
g r i d off 
f u n c t i o n dete—bph—Callback(h〇bject, e v e n t d a t a , handles) 
% ——Executes d u r i n g o b j e c t c r e a t i o n , a f t e r s e t t i n g all p r o p e r t i e s . 
function d e t e _ b p h — C r e a t e F c n ( h O b j e c t , e v e n t d a t a , h a n d l e s ) 
if ispc ScSc i s e q u a l (get (hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, ‘defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor‘)) 
set(hObject,‘BackgroundColor‘,'white‘)； 
end 
3. Other Functions Called by the Main Function: 
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3.1 Function for Split Signal up into (Overlapping) Frames 
(enframe.m): 
f u n c t i o n f = e n f r a m e ( x , w i n , i n c ) 
n x = l e n g t h ( x )； 
n w i n = l e n g t h ( w i n )； 
if (nwin == 1) 
len = win； 
e l s e 
len = n w i n ; 
end 
if (nargin < 3) 
inc = len； 
end 
nf = f i x ( ( n x - l e n + i n c ) / i n c ) ; 
f=zer〇s(nf,len)； 
indf= inc*(0：(nf-1)).'； 
inds = (1：len)； 
f(：) = x ( i n d f {： , o n e s ( 1 , l e n ) ) + i n d s ( o n e s ( n f ,1 ) ,： ) )； 
if (nwin > 1) 
w = win(：)‘； 
f = f .* w ( o n e s ( n f , 1 ) , : ) ; 
e n d 
3.2 Function for Detecting BPH of the Watch 
(bphdetection.m): 
f u n c t i o n b p s = b p h _ d e t e c t i o n ( x , f s ) 
% N o m a l i z e t h e a m p l i t u d e 
x=double(X)； 
x=x/max(abs(x))； 
F r a m e L e n = 32 0; 
F r a m e I n c = 100; 
maxsilence=4； 
minlen=4； 
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% C a l c u l a t e ZCR 
t m p l = e n f r a m e ( x ( 1： l e n g t h ( x ) - 1 ) , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c )； 
t m p 2 = e n f r a m e ( x ( 2： l e n g t h ( x ) ) , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c )； 
s i g n s = ( t m p l . * t m p 2 ) < 0； 
f f = m e a n ( a b s ( t m p l - t m p 2 ) , 2 ) ; 
d i f f s = a b s ( t m p l - t m p 2 ) > 3 * m e a n ( f f )； 
z c r = s u m ( s i g n s . * d i f f s , 2 )； 
a m p = s u m ( a b s ( e n f r a m e ( x , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c ) ) ,2)； 
rl = m a x ( a m p ) / m e a n ( a m p ) 
r2 = m a x ( z c r ) / m e a n ( z c r ) 
a m p l = m a x ( a m p ) / m i n ( r l / 2 , 9 ) 
amp2 = m a x ( a m p ) / m i n ( r l / 2 , 1 1 ) 
zcrl = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 , 3 . 5 ) 
zcr2 = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 . 5 , 5 ) 
x l = z e r o s ( 4 , 1 )； % f o u r s t a r t s 
x 2 = z e r o s ( 4 , 1 )； % four t e r m i n a l s 
x 3 = f i n d ( a m p < a m p 2 )； 
if n u m e l { x 3 ) = = 0 
a m p l = m a x ( a m p ) / 2 . 5； 
amp2 = m a x ( a m p ) / 4； 
e n d 
x 3 = f i n d ( a m p < a m p 2 )； 
% B e g i n 
i=x3 (1)； 
j=l; 





g o t o = 0； 
s w i t c h s t a t u s 
case 0, 
if a m p ( n ) > a m p l | z c r ( n ) > z c r l 
x l ( j ) = m a x ( n - c o u n t - 1 , 1 ) ; 
s t a t u s = 2; 
s i l e n c e = 0； 
c o u n t = count+1； 
elseif a m p ( n ) > a m p 2 | zcr(n)>2 
s t a t u s 二 1; 
e l s e s t a t u s = 0； 
c o u n t = 0； 
end 
case 1, 
if a m p ( n ) > a m p l | z c r ( n ) > z c r l 
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x l ( j ) = m a x ( n - c o u n t - 1 , 1 ) ； 
s ta tus = 2; 
s i l e n c e = 0； 
count = count+1； 
e l s e i f a m p ( n ) > a m p 2 | z c r ( n ) > 2 
s ta tus = 1； 
:。•_•「！：；•— 1.、..'U! I： -!‘； 
e l s e s ta tus = 0； 
count = 0； 
e n d 
c a s e 2, 
if a m p ( n ) > a m p 2 | zcr(n)>2 
count = count+1； 
e l s e s i l e n c e = s i l e n c e + 1； 
if s i l encecmaxs i l ence 
count=count+1； 
e l s e i f countcminlen 
status=0； 
s i l ence=0； 
count=0； 
e l s e status=3； 
e n d 
end 
c a s e 3, 
break； 
e n d 
end 
%count = c o u n t — r o u n d ( s i l e n c e / 2 ) ; 
x2 ( j ) = x l ( j ) + c o u n t - l ； 
i = x 2 ( j )； 
j = j + l ； 




star t=x l *FrameInc； 
terminal=x2*FrameInc； 
beatt ime = s t a r t ( 4 ) - s t a r t ( 2 ) ； %time i n t e r v a l of two b e a t s 
r e f l = f s/2 .75 ; 
r e f 2 = f s / 3 . 5 ; 
if b ea t t ime>re f1 
bps=5； %beat per s e c o n d 
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end 
3.3 Function for Calculation the Rate Deviation and Beat 
Error of the Watch (rate4_6.m): 
f u n c t i o n [ t i c k s , m i l i s e c o n d s _ p e r _ b e a t , r a t e , s t a r t , t e r m i n a l ] = 
r a t e 4 _ 6 ( x , f , f s ) 
% N o m a l i z e the a m p : ‘ tiude 
x=double(x)； 
x = x / m a x ( a b s ( x ) )； 
% C o n s t a n t s 
F r a m e L e n = 32; 
F r a m e i n c = 10; 
if f>2.5 
m a x s i l e n c e = 8 0； 
minlen=20； 
else m a x s i l e n c e = 2 0； 
minlen二2 0； 
end 
% C a l c u l a t e ZCR 
t m p l = e n f r a m e ( x ( 1： l e n g t h ( x ) - 1 ) , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c )； 
t m p 2 = e n f r a m e ( x ( 2： l e n g t h ( x ) ) , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c )； 
s i g n s = ( t m p l . * t m p 2 ) < 0； 
f f = m e a n ( a b s ( t m p l - t m p 2 ) , 2 ) ; 
d i f f s = a b s ( t m p l - t m p 2 ) > 3 * m e a n ( f f )； 
z c r = s u m ( s i g n s . * d i f f s , 2 )； 
amp = s u m ( a b s ( e n f r a m e ( x , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c ) ) , 2)； 
rl = m a x ( a m p ) / m e a n ( a m p ) 
r2 = m a x ( z c r ) / m e a n ( z c r ) 
a m p l = m a x ( a m p ) / m i n ( r l / 2 , 9 ) 
amp2 = m a x ( a m p ) / m i n ( r l / 2 , 1 1 ) 
zcrl = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 , 3 . 5 ) 
zcr2 = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 . 5 , 5 ) 
if f == 2.5 
zcrl = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 , 5 ) 
zcr2 = m a x ( z c r ) / m i n ( r 2 / 2 . 5 , 10) 
end 
i n t e r v a l = r o u n d ( 1 / ( f * 2 ) * f s / F r a m e I n c )； 
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m=floor(length(zcr)/interval)； 
x l=ze ros (m+1 ,1)； 
x2 = zeros(m+1,1)； 
i = l; 
if r2<10 
flag = 0； 
e l s e f l a g = 1； 
end 







f o r n = i： i + r o u n d ( i n t e r v a l * 7 / 5 ) 
goto = 0； 
switch status 
case {0,1} 
i f z c r ( n ) > z c r l 
temp=max(n-count -1 ,1)； 
if j >1 & temp-xl(j-1)<4/5*interval 
status = 1； 
e l s e x l ( j ) = m a x ( n - c o u n t - 1 , 1 )； 
status = 2； 
silence = 0； 
count = count+1; 
end 
e l s e i f amp(n)>amp2 | z c r ( n ) > zcr2 
status 二 1； 
% c ouiit:: c oun t +1 ； 
else status = 0； 
count = 0； 
end 
case 2, 
i f i + r o u n d ( i n t e r v a l * 7 / 5 ) < l e n g t h ( a m p ) 
i f amp(n)>amp2 | z c r ( n ) > z c r 2 
count = count+1； 

















count = count-round(silence/2)； 
x2(j)=xl(j)+count-l； 
i=x2 (j)； 




if x l ( 1 ) = = 1 
y=x(round(interval*FrameInc/5)：length(x))； 





amp = s u m ( a b s ( e n f r a m e ( y , F r a m e L e n , F r a m e i n c ) ), 2); 
interval=round(l/(f*2)*fs/FrameInc)； 
m=floor(length(zcr)/interval)； 
y l = z e r o s ( m + 1 , 1 ) ; 
y2=zeros(m+1,1)； 













if j >1 & temp-yl(j-1)<4/5*interval 
status = 1； 
else yl (j ) =raax (n-coimt-l, 1)； 
status = 2; 
silence = 0； 
count = count+lf 
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end 
elseif a m p ( n ) > a m p 2 | zcr(n) > zcr2 
status = 1； 
%count 二 count +1； 
else status = 0； 




if a m p ( n ) > a m p 2 | zcr(n)>zcr2 
count = count+1； 
else silence = silence + 1; 
if s i l e n c e < m a x s i l e n c e 
count=count+l； 













count = count-round{silence/2)； 
y2 (j)=yl(j)+count-1； 
i=y2 (j ); 
j = j + l ; 











goto = 0； 
switch status 
case { 0 , 1 } 
if amp(n)>ampl 
temp=max(n-count-1,1)； 
if j >1 & temp-xl(j-1)<3/5*interval 
status 二 1； 
else xl(j)=max(n-count-1,1)； 
status = 2; 
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silence = 0； 
count = count+1； 
end 
elseif amp(n)>amp2 
status = 1； 
%count— count-fi ； 
else status = 0; 





count = count+1； 
















count = count-round(silence/2)； 
x2{j)=xl(j)+count-l; 
i=x2(j)； 
j = j + l； 













amp = sum(abs(enframe(y,FrameLen,Frameinc)),2)； 
interval = round(1/(f*2)*fs/FrameInc)； 
m=fl〇or(length(zcr)/interval)； 
y l = z e r o s ( m + l , 1 ) ； 
y2 = zeros(m+l,1)； 







goto = 0； 
switch status 
case {0,1} 
if a m p ( n ) > a m p l 
temp=max(n-count-1,1)； 
if j >1 Sc temp-yl (j -1) <4/5*interval 
status = 1； 
else y l ( j ) = m a x ( n - c o u n t - 1 , 1 ) ; 
status = 2; 
silence = 0； 
count 二 count+1； 
end 
e l s e i f amp(n)>amp2 
status 二 1; 
else status = 0； 




i f amp(n)>amp2 
count = count+1； 
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c o u n t = c o u n t - r o u n d ( s i l e n c e / 2 )； 
y 2 ( j ) = y l ( j ) + c o u n t - l； 
i=y2(j)； 
j=j+l; 
if i + i n t e r v a l > l e n g t h ( z c r ) |i<0 |i==0 
break； 
end 
e n d 
e n d 
end 
if x l ( l ) = = l 










m i l i s e c o n d s _ p e r _ b e a t = ( s t a r t ( t i c k s ) - s t a r t ( 1 ) ) / ( t i c k s - 1 ) / f s * 1 0 0 0； 
r a t e = ( 1 - ( s t a r t ( t i c k s ) - s t a r t ( 1 ) ) / ( t i c k s - 1 ) / f s * f * 2 ) * 8 6 4 0 0； 
3.4 Function for Calculating the RSP of the Signal (tfrrsp.m): 
function [tfr,rtfr,hat] = tfrrsp(x,t,N,h,trace)； 
%TFRRSP R e a s s i g n e d S p e c t r o g r a m . 
% [TFR,RTFR,HAT] 二 T F R R S P (X,'1', N , H , TRACE) 
% computes the s p e c t r o g r a m and its reassigned v e r s i o n , 
% 
% X ： a n a l y s e d s i g n a l . 
% T ： the time instant(s) (default ： 1：length(X)). 
% N ： n u m b e r of frequency bins (default ： l e n g t h ( X ) ) . 
% H ： f r e q u e n c y smoothing w i n d o w , H{0) b e i n g forced to 1 
% (default ： H a m m i n g ( N / 4 ) ) . 
% TRACE ： if n o n z e r o , the p r o g r e s s i o n of the a l g o r i t h m is shown 
% (default ： 0). 
% T F R , ： t i m e - f r e q u e n c y representation and its r e a s s i g n e d 
%. RTFR v e r s i o n . W h e n called without output a r g u m e n t s , 
% T F R R S P runs T F R Q V I E W . 
% HAT ： C o m p l e x m a t r i x of the reassignment v e c t o r s . 
% 
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if (nargin == 0), 
e r r o r ( ' A t least 1 p a r a m e t e r required'); 
end； 
[xrow,xcol] = size(x)； 





if (nargin == 1), 
t=l：xrow； h = tftb_window(hlength)； trace=0； 
elseif (nargin == 2 ) | ( n a r g i n 二= 3), 
h = tftb_window(hlength)； trace=0； 
elseif ( n a r g i n == 4 ) , 
trace = 0； 
end； 
if (N<0), 
error{‘N must be g r e a t e r than zero‘)； 
end； 
[trow,tcol] = size (t)； 
i f ( x c o l ~ = l ) , 
error(‘X must h a v e only one column’）； 
elseif (trow~=l), 
error(‘T must o n l y h a v e one row’）； 
end； 
[hrow,hcol]=size(h)； Lh=(hrow-1)/2； 
i f ( h c o l ~ = l ) I { r e m ( h r o w , 2 ) = = 0 ) , 
error(‘H mu s t be a smoothing window with odd length‘)； 
end； 
i f ( t c o l = = l ) , 
Dt = l; 
else 
Deltat=t(2：tcol)-t(1：tcol-1)； 
M i n i = m i n ( D e l t a t ) ； Maxi=max(Deltat)； 
i f { M i n i ~ = M a x i ) , 




clear Deltat Mini Maxi； 
end； 
tfr= zeros(N,tcol)； tf2= zeros(N,tcol); tf3= zeros (N,tcol)； 
if trace, disp{‘Spectrogram‘)； end； 




i n d i c e s : rem(N+tau,N)+1； 
if trace, disprog(icol,tcol,10)； end； 
norm_h=norm(h(Lh+l+tau))； 
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t f r ( i n d i c e s , i c o l ) = x ( t i + t a u ) . * c o n j ( h ( L h + l + t a u ) ) / n o r m — h ; 
t f 2 ( i n d i c e s , i c o l ) = x ( t i + t a u ) . * c o n j (Th(Lh+l+tau)) / n o r m — h ; 
t f 3 ( i n d i c e s , i c o l ) = x ( t i + t a u ) . * c o n j (Dh(Lh+l+tau)) /norm_h； 
end ； 
tfr=fft(tfr)； 
tf2 = fft{tf2)； 
tf3 = fft {tf3)； 
tfr=tfr(：) ；tf2 = tf2 ( ： ) ；tf3 = tf3(：); 
a v o i d _ w a r n = f i n d ( t f r ~ = 0 )； 
t f 2 ( a v o i d — w a r n ) = r o u n d ( r e a l ( t f 2 ( a v o i d — w a r n ) . / t f r ( a v o i d — w a r n ) / D t ) ) ; 
t f 3 ( a v o i d — w a r n ) = r o u n d ( i m a g ( N * t f 3 ( a v o i d — w a r n ) . / t f r ( a v o i d _ w a r n ) / ( 2 . 0 * p i ) ) 
/ / 
tfr=abs(tfr)."2； 
if t r a c e , fprintf ( 'r。::厂：，.i '.!「：；•…—n r: : 、]:’）； end； 
t f r = r e s h a p e ( t f r , N , t c o l )； 
t f 2 = r e s h a p e ( t f 2 , N , t c o l )； 
t f 3 = r e s h a p e ( t f 3 , N , t c o l )； 
rtfr= zeros(N,tcol)； 
E x = m e a n ( a b s ( x ( m i n ( t ) : m a x ( t ) ) ) , 2 ) ; T h r e s h o l d = l . 0 e - 6 * E x； 
for icol=l：tcol, 
if t r a c e , d i s p r o g ( i c o l , t c o l , 1 0 )； end； 
for jc〇l二1:N, 
if a b s ( t f r ( j c o l , i c o l ) ) > T h r e s h o l d , 
icolhat= icol + tf2 (jcol,icol)； 
i c o l h a t = m i n ( m a x { i c o l h a t ,1 ) , t c o l )； 
j c o l h a t = jcol - tf3 (jcol,icol)； 
j c o l h a t = rem(rem(j colhat-1,N)+N,N)+1； 
rtfr(j c o l h a t , i c o l h a t ) = r t f r ( j colhat,icolhat) + t f r ( j c o l , i c o l ) ; 
t f 2 ( j c o l , i c o l ) = j c o l h a t + j * icolhat； 
else 
t f 2 ( j c o l , i c o l ) = i n f * (1 + j)； 




if t r a c e , fprintf(‘ ！i') ； end； 
clear tf3； 
tfrqview(rtfr,X,t,‘tfrrsp‘,h)； 
3.5 Window Generation Function (tftb window.m): 
function h=window(N,name,param,param2)； 
if (nargin==0), e r r o r ( 'at least 1 p a r a m e t e r is required‘ )； end； 
if (N<=0), e r r o r ( ' N should be strictly p o s i t i v e . ' ) ; end； 
if (nargin==l), name= ‘Hamming‘； end ； 
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n a m e = u p p e r ( n a m e )； 
i f s t r c m p ( n a m e , ‘RECTANG‘) | s t r c m p ( n a m e , ,RECT ' ) , 
h=ones(N,1)； 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , I H A M M I N G ' ) , 
h=0.5 4 - 0 . 4 6 * c o s (2.0*pi*(1:N) '/(N+1)); 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , I H A N N I N G ' )丨 s t r c m p ( n a m e H A N N’）， 
h=0 .50 - 0 . 5 0 * c o s ( 2 . 0 * p i * ( 1 : N ) •/(N+1)); 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , I KAISER。， 
if (nargin==3), beta=param； else b e t a = 3 . 0 * p i ; end； 
ind=(-(N-1)/2：(N-1)/2)‘ *2/N； b e t a = 3 . 0 * p i ; 
h = b e s s e l ( 0 , j * b e t a * s q r t { 1 . 0 - i n d . " 2 ) ) / r e a l ( b e s s e l ( 0 , j * b e t a ) )； 
elseif strcmp(name,‘NUTTALL‘), 
ind=(-(N-1)/2：(N-1)/2)‘ *2.0*pi/N; 
h = + 0 . 3 6 3 5 8 1 9 ... 
+ 0 .4891775*c〇s ( i n d ) . . . 
+0.13 63 9 9 5 * c o s ( 2 . 0 * i n d ) . . . 
+ 0 . 010 6 4 1 1 * c o s ( 3 . 0 * i n d )； 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , 'BLACKMMJ'), 
ind=(-(N-1)/2:(N-1)/2)‘ *2.0*pi/N; 
h= +0.42 + 0 . 5 0 * c o s ( i n d ) + 0 . 0 8 * c o s ( 2 . 0 * i n d )； 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , I H A R R I S ' ) , 
ind=(1:N)‘ * 2 . 0 * p i / ( N + 1 ) ; 
h = + 0 . 3 5 8 7 5 ... 
-0 .48829 *cos ( i n d ) . . . 
+ 0 .14128 * c o s ( 2 . 0 * i n d ) . . . 
-0 . 01168 *c〇s(3.0*ind); 
elseif strcmp(name,‘BARTLETT‘) | s t r c m p ( n a m e T R I A N G。， 
h=2.0*min((1:N),(N：-1：1))'/(N+1)； 
elseif strcmp(name,‘BARTHANN‘), 
h= 0.38 * ( 1 . 0 - c o s ( 2 . 0 * p i * ( l i N ) / ( N + 1 ) ) • ) . . . 
+ 0.48 * m i n ( ( 1 : N ) , ( N : - l : l ) ) ' / ( N + 1 ) ; 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , ' P A P O U L I S ' ) , 
ind=(1:N)‘*pi/(N+1)； h=sin(ind)； 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , ' G A U S S ' ) , 
if (nargin=二3), K=param； else K=0.0 05； end； 
h二 e x p { l o g ( K ) * l i n s p a c e ( - 1 , 1 , N” , 2 )； 
elseif strcmp(name,‘PARZEN‘), 
ind=abs(-(N-l)/2： (N-1)/2) '*2/N； t e m p = 2 * ( 1 . 0 - i n d ) , 3 ; 
h= m i n (temp- (1-2 . 0*ind) , 3 , temp)； 
elseif strcmp(name,‘HANNA‘), 
if (nargin==3), L=param； else L=l； end； 
i n d = ( 0 : N - l )‘； h = s i n ( ( 2 * i n d + l ) * p i / ( 2 * N ) ) ( 2 * L )； 
elseif s t r c m p ( n a m e , ' D O L P H ' ) | strcmp(name,’D〇LF’）， 
if (rem{N,2)==0), oddN=l； N=2*N+1； else oddN=0； end； 
if {nargin==3), (param/2 0)； else A=le-3； end； 
K=N-1; ZO=cosh{acosh(l.0/A)/K)； xO=acos(l/ZO)/pi； x=(0:K)/N； 
indicesl=find((x<xO)|(x>l-xO))； 
indices2=find((x>=xO)&(x<=l-xO))； 
h ( i n d i c e s l ) = c o s h ( K * a c o s h ( Z O * c o s ( p i * x ( i n d i c e s 1 ) ) ) ) ; 
h ( i n d i c e s 2 ) = c o s ( K * a c o s (ZO*cos(pi*x(indices2))))； 
h=fftshift(real(ifft(A*real(h))))；h=h'/h(K/2+1)； 
if o d d N , h = h ( 2 : 2 : K ) ; end； 
elseif strcmp(name,‘NUTBESS‘), 
if (nargin二二3), beta=param； nu=0.5； 
elseif (nargin==4), beta=param； nu=param2； 




h=sqrt ( l - i n d , 2 ) , n u . * 
real (bessel (nu, j *beta*sqrt (1. 0 - i n d , 2 ) ) ) /real (bessel (nu, j*beta))； 
elseif strcmp ( n a m e " SPLINE'), 
if (nargin < 3), 
error(‘Three or four parameters required for spline windows‘); 
elseif (nargin==3), 
nfreq=param; p=pi*N*nfreq/lO.0； 
else nfreq=param； p=param2； 
end； 
ind=(-(N-1)/2:(N-1)/2)‘; 




+ 0 . 5208972*cos ( i n d ) . . . 
+ 0 . 198 03 9 9 * c o s ( 2 . 0 * i n d ) ; 
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